We, the Children of the Earth

VERSE 1
WE, THE CHILDREN OF THE EARTH WE HAVE IN OUR EYES
THOUSANDS OF DREAMS TO HAVE ALLWAYS FABULOUS
WHATEVER OUR ORIGINS WE ARE ALL THE SAMES
OUR HEARTS DON'T KNOW THE WAR BUT HAPPINESS

WE, LITTLE GIRLS, LITTLE BOYS, WANT TO TELL ELDER
STOP DESTROYING PLEASE OUR ENVIRONMENT
WHAT ABOUT MINISTERS AND ALL OUR LEADERS
TOMORROW I DON'T WANT TO LIVE TORMENTED

WHO WILL KNOW TELL ME WHY HUMAN BEINGS ALWAYS DESTROY FOR NOTHING
I WOULD APPRECIATE CAN BREATHE TOMORROW ; ALL OF THAT IS QUITE MALSAINE !
Passe à ton voisin...

CHORUS
WHAT'LL REMAIN TOMORROW, IF NO-ONE DOES ANYTHING ?
WHAT'LL REMAIN FOR US, IF YOU DON'T GIVE A DAMN ?

Open your lives - Open your hearts.
YOUR PLANET, IT'S MY PLANET TOO
Open your lives - Open your hearts.
YOUR PLANET, IT'S MY PLANET

VERSE 2
FOR THIS NEW MILLENNIUM WE HAVE DECIDED
TO PROTECT OUR PLANET AND THE ENTIRE WORLD.
WE WILL BREAK DOWN THE FRONTIERS WHEN WE GROW UP
THE EARTH WILL NO LONGER BE AS BEFORE .

THE MORAL OF ALL THIS IS ENCLOSED IN THE SONG
YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO BELIEVE IT ONE DAY REALLY
THERE'S A KEY AT THE VERY BOTTOM OF YOUR HEART
NOWHERE ELSE YOU CAN EXPECT TO DISCOVER IT

WHO WILL KNOW TELL ME WHY HUMAN BEINGS ALWAYS DESTROY FOR NOTHING
I WOULD APPRECIATE CAN BREATHE TOMORROW ; ALL OF THAT IS QUITE MALSAINE !
Passe à ton voisin...

WHAT'LL REMAIN TOMORROW, IF NO-ONE DOES ANYTHING ?
WHAT'LL REMAIN FOR US, IF YOU DON'T GIVE A DAMN ?

WHAT'LL REMAIN TOMORROW, IF NO-ONE DOES ANYTHING ?
WHAT'LL REMAIN FOR US, IF YOU DON'T GIVE A DAMN ?

Open your lives - Open your hearts YOUR PLANET - I'll be forever for THE PLANET.
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